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Live and die - develop a mind within, while living,
using which one learns to create ideas, functional
systems, and knowledge; and die later, when the
mind ceases to be present
Abstract
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A few primary questions that are related to human life are about their purpose and
significance, which differentiate it from other forms of life. An equally important question
has always been about the nature of termination of life, which we call death. Most of the
human beings used to believe that their life would continue even after death either in the
heavens or a hell. Several of them still believe that this may happen, as life is a form of
energy, which would continue its presence and capabilities with force forever, which cannot
be dispensed or reduced to nothing. On the other hand, they do not entertain the same ideas
about continuance of life in other biological or animal forms.
Electromagnetic and related energy forms may function as a physical force or drive, which
may have a natural presence, and which man has learnt to produce through physical and
functional arrangements. They have also learnt about the presence of such force in the
nature-universe, as a natural physical force in the universe, despite the absence of any living
force within the nature. The most adventurous states of life are achieved by dedicating
immense love to the presence of a superior force, which one believes to be present. One
may have learnt to believe in the force and consider it as the supreme force of the universe,
and remain highly devoted to that energy form, when the mental processing in that direction
could yield almost everything a human being cherished to have in the related domain. The
high drive and intense devotional affection may invariably help one carry out almost any
difficult task of life, for achieving immensely enriching results. The new strength and
feelings are essentially within the body and using the brain capabilities, which we call
mental creations, which may become an overwhelming force and entity, surpassing the
roles of a physical reality one may create. However, we still have no certainty or even clue if
the life force is a form of such spiritual force or if it is only a unique physical force. What is
important to know is that the presence of the exceptionally special capability for movements
and for causing physical and functional changes, are capabilities present in all animals,
whereas human beings could apply much higher intellectual or rational capabilities in their
applications. They all need the same drive or force from the body-mind fuel for utilizing it
for making movements or actions. Drive has been already identified as psycho biological
source of energy or force needed for all movements, responses, and actions.
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Introduction
The brain has been the most important seat of mental processes,
though various body parts are utilized by mental controls. Orbitofrontal cortical areas, Anterior Cingulate Cortex, Ascending Reticular
Action (ARA) systems and several subcortical areas interacting with
Orbito-frontal Cortex and ARA are involved in the initiation and
control of the drive or arousal in man, which has been contributed
and supported by several neurobiological and neurocognitive
studies.1‒19 The genesis of the drive is in the Anterior Cingulate
Cortex (Brodmann’s area 24) projecting into the Ventral Striatum by
connecting the Nucleus Accumbens and the Ventromedial aspects of
the Caudate and Putamen.20–26 Either of two opposite responses i.e.
flight or fight therefore, may occur automatically, even without any
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sensory perception or the awareness of their source, as explained in
preattentive emotional27 responses.28‒30
The drive initiated is molded, cognitively processed and labelled by
the higher cortical areas and their neurocognitive capabilities, which
gives the drive state an emotional quality and label drawn, from the
cognitive processes employed by the individual.31‒33 Several decades
of scientific enquiries have helped to understand the shaping of drive
as emotional state, by using the cognitive processing employed by an
individual at a given time. The highest cognitive status given to the
drive is that of affection, which could make one make any personal
sacrifices and loss of gains in own life, whereas anger, hurt, loses,
sadness and pain in life, etc. made the drive take one with negative
emotional state and corresponding behaviour.
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Emotional arousal serves as a drive for the initiation and
maintenance of various actions and responses, which may also be
cognitively processed and controlled (control of sensory-motor
contacts with physical realities). Drive initiates actions and responses
through the frontal-limbic system, when it reaches a Critical Activation
Potential (CAP) level,34‒37 it initiates the motor potentials required for
the generation of actions and responses. The origin of the activity is in
the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (Brodmann’s area 24), which projects
into the ventral striatum connecting the Nucleus Accumbens and the
Ventromedial aspects of the Caudate and Putamen.20‒26 Responses
of flight and fight therefore, may occur even automatically, without
their sensory perception of the external sources, as explained in
preattentive emotions by LeDoux.28‒30 The Anterior Cingulate Cortex
and the Orbitofrontal Cortex are known to play central roles in
addictive habits, including drug abuse.31‒33 The preattentive emotions,
related responses and their neurogenesis have been well established
and understood by all brain-mind scientists, over several years.
The difficult to account capability of the brain is the presence
of self-consciousness, mainly verbal self-awareness that one may
develop when endowed with such mental processing. For several
thousands of years, we believed that self-awareness or consciousness
is a unique human-brain capability. Consciousness was considered
a spiritual endowment, which has had its own universal presence,
above and beyond the material world. The miracle became an
immense functional capability of the brain, when it was discovered
that the human brain has two centers, one engaged in encoding and
expressions using language (the talking brain), and the other which
monitors the expressed speech from others and within the self (the
listening brain.39,40 Monitoring own self constructed speech help one
to become aware of own speech and the ideas encoded or created,
which has been identified as self-awareness. Such self-monitoring
is a basic capability developed within the brain with regard to all
sensory-motor processing, as one could verbally describe almost all
changes that occur within, which induce self-monitoring capability
and self-awareness. Such self-monitoring is an important functional
capability and failure of the capability will remove the self-awareness,
when the individual would believe that the sensory-motor functions
are externally induced without the involvement of own processing
systems, which came to be identified as hallucinations.

Being active and alive
Each one of us come to life for the works of two other individuals,
a male and a female, who help pass on the life they possess, into a
new human body biologically created by them. The newly born needs
careful and continuous care with regard to inputs from the parents
and any outside sources. The early years of development of the
body-mind systems created and transferred from parents, and those
which the growing child may search and find for utilization, as well
as engage in further self-creations, with ideas and experiences one
learns or acquires while growing. The general thoughts, which most
of the people subscribe to are based on the belief that life has been
initiated by another higher force of power, which also controls all the
material world and forms of life in the universe. Human beings use
their brain capability to conceptualize of power in different forms
and shapes, as there is no reality verification of such higher force,
though they may believe in it. It is the human logic which made it
necessary and possible to take such leads, and develop the related
beliefs in and about such spiritual force. The associated believes
and faith were essentially mental creations, and occasionally based
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on huge sacrifices, which some made because of love and affection
to others, who shared same life styles, as well as lived with them
with sufferings and pain. There were creations of highly logically
assembled ideas too, from which complex functional systems could
be evolved or created. Highly suggestive states of mind could be
induced in individuals by the consumption of drugs and intoxicating
substances, as well as by listening to ideas which help induce states
of mind suggesting complex ideas and states of mind. Self-labelling
using religious and cast identities helped individuals and their groups
to form specific identities, and life styles, by which they could
differentiate themselves as superior or inferior human beings, as well
as make choices for engaging in loving or terrorist activities.
Self-monitoring within own brain leads to the generation of
self-awareness, which is the most practical method of making own
self-judgments of intentions, response choices and action proposals,
which one could think over and make judgments, so that one could
make appropriate decisions and adjustments to such intentions and
planned actions. The cognitive judgments may be encoded connecting
multiples of planned issues, intentions, or wishes by each person,
with a final selection of a most favorable choice. The relationships
and the outcome effects may be as planned or wished by one, and
the required effects may be built through the connection of inputoutput relationships, and instant and gradual outcome effects one
may wish to have across events, rest of individuals and the objects of
the material world. Belief that one is alive because of presence of a
driving force within, which may normally be continuously present, or
for short period with or without causing or sustaining damage to own
system, which may cause termination of own bodily functions, and
the survival of the body in total or parts.

Mental strength as spiritual power
A fundamental belief with most human beings always has been that
of immense physical and psychological capabilities are being created
by a supreme spiritual force, which also controlled the presence of
life within the body. For years after the birth, a new born may remain
experiencing pain and pleasure of the body movements, which may
gradually transcend to mental satisfaction and achievements, or
destructive effects of diseases on the body in parts or full. The nature
of energy transmission within the system is for putting forth controls
in the different body parts for their normal or unusual movements.
The functions of the body organs are controlled by blood flow, and
the supportive effects of the presence of appropriate neurochemical
substances. The transient and continuous transfer of energy from these
sources induces functional changes and may even result in inducing
structural effects in the system. The capability that develops for making
sensory contacts and their equivalent verbal commands, which could
be further reassembled for the creation of newer meaningful effects,
become the foundation of human creativity, for the assembly of newer
physical entities with new functional relationships, which hitherto
never existed in the nature or the world. The physical sensory-motor
contacts enabled in man-made systems could facilitate the creation
new manmade systems with new relationships, along with already
existing natural systems. The capability to discover and create new
ideas and functional systems allowed them to change the world, where
they live, move around and the facilities they created for working and
utilization in their world.
Living could become inspiring and exciting when one could
carry on different works for the creation of new functional systems
and utilization of those systems as part of life. On the other hand,
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living could become non-inspiring, boring, and lethargic, when one
cannot carry on with any creative missions in the life. This may be a
typical animal model, when they carry on with routine animal models
of living and interacting with own and other animal folks and the
changes in the material world. The creativity developed in various
fields of human interactions and behaviour lays the foundation for
immensely independent activities, which could shape own life styles,
as well as recreate the world one living, with newly discovered
and created facilities. The shocking aspect is the fact these creative
changes, other than the natural changes that may occur because of
changes in the natural environment, are made mainly by a human
brain. That the human brain centers could be utilized for encoding
and its continuous self-monitoring would provide self-awareness
of the encoded relationships created within, allowing extraordinary
development of the human capabilities, which is called the mental
capabilities, and which is present only within the human brain. As
individuals could not rationally think of the development of a mind
within the brain in the early years, people in the ancient times could
only believe that the human body has been specially endowed with
the mind, and they considered that the mind is independently present
in the universe, which had been also inculcated into the human body.
The extraordinary achievements acquired in life by the presence of
functional capabilities, came to be identified as by the efforts of own
mind and body, and what one may have learnt from other talented
persons (their minds), all of which came to be identified as that of
a universal force. Ancient and earlier people considered mind as an
independent universal force, which could be shared by each person.
One could influence the body of another, its functioning, etc., through
suggestions which may affect the other person’s mind. Human mind
has been generally believed by people as dwelling not only in the
brain, but also in the heart of an individual. People believed in their
ability to directly interact with the minds of others and also believed
in the ability to mentally influence their thoughts and decisions. Mind
has been considered attached to the soul, which was believed to be
serving the driving force of the individual. It was believed that each
individual believed that each of them shared the soul, which was
considered a universal force. What has been shocking and immensely
powerful has been the psychological ability to institute controls in
the brain and the body, through the mind or the suggestive effects
of words and actions. This capability still exists and is functional in
many human beings. Words and their meanings could influence the
bodily functions of the one who has been receiving the words and the
meaningful suggestions from the hypnotic effects of words.19‒38
The hypnotic suggestions in an individual may easily produce
recognition of suggested inputs and subjective experiences. Thus, one
is capable of recognizing and experiencing realities different from
their physical qualities, and lives in that virtual world. Once a person
is used to living in the virtual world, one looks out for it and that
alone becomes reality for him. However, these effects could bring
about changes in the body-mind functioning, though it could never
restore any major injuries or life back to the individual. This was still
identified as an immensely enriched and serious mental effect, which
came to be identified in the early stages (?) of the world, considered
by many as spiritual effect, until later and recent years, when we
started considering it essentially as a body-mind phenomenon, which
later came to be identified and called as hypnotic effect. The hypnotic
effects on body functions are still strange, and though they have been
well established in several scientific studies and utility attempts. As
functional enrichment may take place without any scientific supports,
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the effect is considered in lighter sense, as mentally induced change,
often without scientific basis and seriousness. Despite these, hypnotic
interventions are still supported to be used as pure psychological
method of treatments or intervention programs for the control of
experiences of individuals. Hypnotic effects are often executed in
a lighter and no challenging manner on agreeable subjects, mainly
for exhibition of a psychological effect, and hence they are often
taken lightly. We are yet to understand the true scientific nature of
the transmission effects of the meaning of words, especially their
effects on the bodily functions. What is surprising is that these
psychological effects could be seen mainly on the bodily functions
of one, who has heard and understood the suggestions and has faith
in their effects. When present, the positive effects of the suggestions
and their influence in affecting the bodily functions are very apparent.
The mental effects of bodily functions have been innumerable
from the ancient times, though the people who indulged in in such
causes and effects believed for ages that it was a spiritual effect,
until the hypnotic explanations were developed and were used for
explanations. The numbers of people who are mentally prepared to
accept the suggestions in this manner have been reducing, as scientific
thinking and rationalization has become more popular, acceptable
and effective for people. However, earlier, hundreds of years back,
man had conceptualized strong social systems for their life practice,
which allowed man to believe in, as well as, accept supernatural life
systems, which they believed had a genesis either in heaven or hell.
These proposals forced each man to accept a system which allowed
him or her to become attached to the heavenly or opposite life styles,
in which they believed for the purpose of sharing peaceful and happy
life styles with the rest of those sharing the life.

The genesis of mental processes
Mind is recognized by many as the functional system engaged
in dealing with signals of information received in the sensory
systems, and also through the system processing information through
encoding. The sensory systems and the motor coming in contact with
signals generate specific meanings of the signals received. The next
level of knowing is the understanding of monitoring the self-encoded
information, which produces self-awareness of the multiple responses
and feelings in the person. The two-fold knowledge belongs to knowing
or becoming aware of the presence of physiological and psychological
changes occurring within oneself, whereas another method is to derive
or create relationships using language and symbolic techniques, with
which one becomes aware of the information or knowledge of the
relationships which one has scientifically created. Mind could initiate
any response or actions only if it is endowed with drive, which
serves as the propelling force for the system. The drive within a
living being is the most important and marvelous function, without
which the living being cannot carry out any movements, responses,
or actions, even if the body organs may keep functioning. The drive
could affect the whole body and all movements are controlled by the
drive, because of which we consider the drive as a life force. Drive
came to be identified as the original functional outcome of the ARAS,
producing wakefulness and awareness in the brain. Under the direct
influence of this arousal and drive, all other major biological functions
including wakefulness work. The subcortical initiation of the drive
is an important necessity for the initiation of any voluntary action
or response in an individual or living system. Individuals receive
social conditioning of the drive so that they learn to initiate and use
the drive for carrying out various actions and responses, which occur
under the cortical controls of the brain. Socially initiated conditioning
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may be controlled by several human factors, which control important
socially relevant behaviour. The drive which ipropels movements and
responses by an individual, is generally experienced as a diving force,
contributing to the life and the strength of the systems, whereas we
may also consider it as an essential psychobiological force needed for
the maintenance of life of the organs, other than providing the drive
needed for leading adventurous and tough challenges in life.

Drive needed for initiation of actions - responses
An important requirement for initiating and carrying out actions
is to define a purpose for the action, which would justify the need
to utilize the drive and carry out sequences of actions, which would
take the individual to specific goals in life. Drive is always shaped
by the accompanying cognitive processes in the person. Love and
devotion are two positive and generous emotional states with specific
cognitive processing, which could derive high levels of positive drive
for initiating actions/responses in a person, whereas drive derived by
negative cognitive processing and labeling would lead to negative
emotional and aggressive states of experience, as well as expressions.
They are indeed bound to result in painful or self-distressing, as well as
destructive actions. Drive pouring and fueling strong emotional forces
is always accepted and appreciated by individuals, as the same could
induce immense positive or negative action/response power in the
individual. This is all the more so when the emotional state is shaped
into love and devotion, when the drive strengthens the motivation of
the individual and may initiate strong actions for supporting a cause,
which one may consider spiritually and emotionally important for the
self and others, as it may help other individuals, even if it brings back
pain and suffering to the self. Unfortunately the same drive works
which help them to use their drive in indulging in terrorization and
harming others. Actions and responses do not initiate if the drive is nil
or weak. Responses could be severely opposite to those with whom
one may not agree with, and aggressive when the drive is linked to
personal disagreements leading to dislikes and disapproval of the
outcome. The drive builds up internally from the subcortical areas
and it initiates motor system and motor responses from the cortical
area. The genesis of the drive is well established by the presence of
the Bereitschaftspotential,35‒64 which is a negative potential occurring
almost 2 – 3 seconds before the onset of the motor response.
When this potential reaches maximum value, it initiates the motor
potential response from the motor cortex for carrying out responses
and actions. The drive disappears after the death of each individual
or living creator. One may succeed in genetically and behaviorally
passing on some of own bodily and mental characteristics to one’s
child, when one are engaged in setting up a family with children.
Every life comes to end, though some genetic transmission of certain
features may happen, if the individual has offspring, which may
often be a normal phenomenon, associated with every new birth.
Death is a normal phenomenon, and there is no scope for one to live
longer, though one may succeed in genetically transferring one’s own
personal qualities and functional characteristics to one’s offspring
in a distant period. However, we learnt about the genetic transfer of
qualities at the biological level, we interpreted the similar findings as
spiritual showers of good and bad effects to each. Death is an essential
happening to each life; millions and more have lived and died, and it
will keep on happening. There is no evidence of any power within
human mind or similar thinking systems being continuously present
in the universe, even though the encoded relationships may explain
the tempero-spatial changes in the systems and functional occurrences
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in the universe. We have never had any living system being alive for
extraordinary periods of time, compared to their established regular
life periods. Even those human beings who have worshiped their
spiritual masters for ages, have passed away and died like all other
living beings. However, man could conceptualize a powerful spiritual
force, and strengthen their own mind with encoded spiritual and
devotional ideas, attached with immense emotional strength. Death is
a natural turn of event for every living being, though all those living
may utilize the existing social functional systems and rational ideas,
as well as create new ones, and continue their applications in their
lives. Their lifestyles and ideas become examples for others, who
are alive, and yet to be born, as they all could follow similar value
systems and functional methods in their own lives. The first need
for a newborn human being is to acquire the basic responses needed
for a living being, especially for each to develop all sensory-motor
capabilities, develop drive and the maintenance of the body systems
by intake of food, psychomotor regulation of movements, and
learning communication abilities. These are followed by development
of cognitive processing and emotional abilities in the growing child,
until the child learns to make wishful thoughts and plan a strategy for
a purposefully working on creative development of a system. Death
occurs to all living beings, which is a natural end of life or an alive
body. Even a dead man may influence the living beings by the actions
that he or she made or the ideas created while being alive. However,
the dead person cannot continue to be part of any of those events that
may occur in the world. There is no rebirth of any type or at any other
time, death is a final event of life, for all persons or living beings. It is
indeed worthy and totally meaningful for each individual to consider
living for achieving the best happiness and satisfaction during the
short span of life, that one would be alive.
Mental activity contributes to extraordinary creation of new
relationships and ideas, which facilitate creation of new functional
systems in the world. This extraordinary capability as well as the
creations is possible only when they are mentally worked out. The
emotional gratifications one may achieve through such creations are
indeed extraordinary, despite the fact that the new mental creations
may not always be physical realities. Death of the body indicates
the cessation of the mind within, provided its ceased functions are
resurrected by another active mind.
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